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The ultimate travel accessory for wanderers who want to experience Boston like a true native on

foot! Walks include:  Beacon Hill  Boston Common  Harvard Square  South End  And more!
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Maps by John Spelman

I have the Chicago version of these cards and feel like they're more in-depth and cover more in

each of the neighborhoods they write about. The Boston set was fine, but didn't give much more

than a cursory bit of info about each area- no real insight into local shops or businesses, even the

Freedom Trail coverage on the cards was a little minimal.I love that they're convenient and easy to

pack in a bag when you're out and about for the day, but I don't see them as a must-have for your

trip.I'll definitely give other cities' cards a shot though!

Bought this for my daughter when she relocated to Boston. I was really pleased with the product.

Each walk is on its own card, so you don't have to carry a book as you navigate each walk. My

daughter and her roommate have done several of the walks and have commented on how clear the

directions are.

City walks was a little outdated, but still usable and you don't have to carry around a book with you



to the right page. You only have to hold the card which also shows the location on a map

This is great to toss in your bag or purse when you are walking around Boston and might have a few

moments to kill here and there. Each card gives you a different route to walk with local and/or

historical information to reference. You can choose to make one of these cards a day-long

adventure by stopping by all the recommended locations or you can make it a quick walk without

any stops.

Used this on a trip to Boston and very helpful.

Very knowledgeable and also humorous. Enjoyed it very much.

Great addition for any trip. You can plot out where your going with one or two cards & you find

unique food & entertainment.

It's easy for guide books to go horribly wrong. When the information is out-of-date or when the

books themselves are harder to navigate than the cities they were written for. With City Walks, there

is an added convenience; you don't have to take the whole book with you (who wants to look like a

stupid tourist, anyway?). Boston, being a notoriously hard city to navigate, was a breeze. Each

"walk" is presented on an index-size card with a map of the walk on one side, and on the other a

description of what it is you're walking by. Each walk is between a quarter of a mile and a mile and a

half...easily accomplished for most. Don't make it your only source of information, but these City

Walk books are definitely worth the price.
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